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PR.l7.00.17 INVESTIGATION OF THE DISLOCATION 
STRUCTURE PAR."'.METERS IN SINGLE CRYSTALS BY 
X-RAY METHOD. Sergey V. Ulshin and Olga P. Karasevskaya. 
Institute of Metal Physics. Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. 
36,Vemadsky pr.,252142 Kiev, Ukraine 

The basis for this method is the kinematic theory of X -ray scatte1ing 
by non-ideal crystal with dislocations. This X-ray method allows to obtain 
three-dimensional intensity disnibution from of I( q) in the cases of 
homogeneous :md nonhomogeneous dislocation stmcture (DS). pole 
figm·e, average meanings of I(q) <md their dispersion and to compare 
theoretical and experimental of I( q) for real crystals and identify DS. 

But real crystals very often contain mi'\ture of different DS with 
numerous parameters, that's why their analyze is complicated.In om· paper 
we modeled several X-ray reflexes and found out that for crystals with 
different DS reflexes parameters strongly depend on their {hkl} and 
diffraction vector mientation. Therefore it is necessmy to select reciprocal 
lattice sites. which cru1 all ow us to obtain the smallest en·or for structure 
pru-ru11eters. The mathematical ctiterion for the choosing of the sLm1 of 
sites which m·e suitable for investigation have been proposed by us. The 
investigations ofi( q) in the cases of different types DS being in the CJystal 
have shovvn that I(q) differs essentially for different sites ru1d is very 
sensitive to types the DS. This makes it possible to develop the express
method for qualitative detemnnation of the DS evolution dming the 
process of single crystals defom1ation of new kind of the dislocations. 

The pru·an1eters DS in BCC single CJystals were studied. As a result 
of om·expetirnents the change of the density of screw m1d edge dislocations 
{ 110}, { 112 }. { 123 }<ill> m1d their disnibution during the creep in the 
temperature interval (0.3-0,6) Tm established. At the high temperature 
creep multilevel DS is fmmed. The screw dislocations density really does 
not increase. At the initial stage of defom1ation conelation of the edge 
dislocations density 9:3:1 for the {110},{112},{123}<111> is 
fmmed.Thm1 after 3-6% defmmation depending on the single crystals 
orientation one sign smplus dislocation density essentially increases. At 
the low temperatme creep dislocations density increase lineru-ly with 
defom1ation.CmTelation of the edge dislocations density 20:2:1 for the 
{ llO},{ 112 }, { 123 }<lll> is fonned. 

Theory, Techniques And Instrumentation 

PS17.0l.Ol SIMULATION OFSYNCHROTRONWHITEBEAl\11 
TOPOGRAPHS: APPLICATION TO THE STUDY OF 
PIEZOELECTRIC DEVICES . Y. Epelboin*, B. Capelle* & J. 
Detaint**, *LMCP, URA 009 CNRS, University P.M. Curie, Pmis, France, 
**CNET, PAB, dept BAG/MCT/CMM, 92220 Bagneux, France 

We present a new package winch allows to simulate synchron·on 
white bem11 topographs for any kind of defect. It is split in two pa!"ls: a 
first progran1 which computes the derivatives of the defom1ation m1d 
which must be written by the user for each model. A second general 
pmpose sin1ulation progrmn tal<:es these data m1d computes the image (Y. 
Epelboin, 1996, accepted in J. Appl. Cryst.). Tins progran1 is valid for all 
studies. Tins allows to rapidly check new models for the defects without 
having to rewrite a whole simulation program. 

A new algorithm for the integration ofTakagi-Taupin equations has 
been written for massively pm·allel computers and multiple processors 
machines. It computes in pru-allel different lines of the image. The 
numelical method (C.A.M. Cru-vall1o & Y. Epelboin (1993) Acta C1yst. 
A49, 460-467) has been modified to be able to vectmize the computation 
m1d to make it as efficient as possible. The simulation of an image needs 
fi·om one up to three homs using one processor on a Cray C9x. It may be 
reduced by a factor equal to the number of available processors thus to 
less than one hom in all cases. 

The study of the propagation of acoustic waves in piezoelecnic 
devices is given as an exmnple of the possibilities of tins new progrillll. 
The devices are circular plates from a quartz AT-cut crystal. The 

experimental topographs have been recorded by B. Capelle, J. De taint & 
A Zarka (1995). We consider m1 ideal case where the acoustic vibration 
mode is a pure thickness-sheru- mode. Two models have been investigated. 
desclibing the defom1ation inside the CJystal either as exponentially 
decreasing cosine f1mctions (Stevens & Tiersten, (1986) J. Acoust. Soc. 
Am. 79, 1811-1826) or as a development with Bessel functions (Detaint 
& al. (1991) Proc. 45tl1Annu. Frequency Conn·oJ Symp., pp 166-180). 

The agreement between t11e experiments and t11e simulation is good 
except in t11e center of the resonator, winch may be explained by 
imperfections in the geomeliy of tl1e devices. 

PS17.01.02 A NEW LIGHT MICROSCOPY TECHNIQUE FOR 
EXAMII\'ING BIREFRINGENT MATERIALS. J.G. Lewis &A.M. 
Glazer, Clru-endon Lab., Dept. OfPhysics, Univ. Of Oxford, Oxford OX1 
3PU, UK 

A new imaging technique based m·ound a polmising nncroscope is 
demonstrated (U.K. PatentApplication Number BG9604785.7) [l]. Color 
coded images of optically birefringent matetials m·e produced where col om 
represents I sin 81 (8 relative retc1rdation) or <jJ the mien tali on of tl1e cross 
section of t11e indicaliix of tl1e specimen. Thus the conn·act seen in 
direfiingent matelials between t11e usual crossed polru-s setting is seperated 
out into its components. Witl1 this instrument tl1e two values ((p m1d I sin 
81) cm1 be easily quantified m1d monitored spatially with the resolution of 
a traditional light microscope. 

Images of CJystals, minerals m1d biological birefringent specimens 
are shown and analysed in botl1 a qualitative m1d quantitative mmmer. 

[1] Glazer, A.M. Lewis, J.G. & Kaminsky, W. Nature (awaiting publication). 
[2] Wood, I. G. & Glazet; A.M. J.Appl. C!yst., 133, 217-223 (1980). 

PS17.01.03 X-RAY CHARACTERIZATION OF TEXTURE IN 
THIN FILMS USING A TWO DIMENSIONAL POSITION SEN
SITIVE DETECTOR P. D. Moran, Siemens Energy m1dAutomation, 
Inc., Analytical Insnumentation, 6300 Enterplise Lm1e, Madison WI. 
53719-1173, USA 

By employing a low-noise, two-dimensional position sensitive x
ray detector it is possible to record pole figm·es in less tl1m1 an hom~ fi·om 
films tl1at ru-e as tl1in as 200 Angsn·oms. As well, "Area Detector" tech
niques allow one to accurately chru-acte1ize shmply textured films, such 
as tl10se seen in tlnn film optoelecn·onic m1d superconducting mate1ials, 
witl1 a resolution not practical witl1 conventional point-detector based 
texture i.nsliuments. Tlnrd, by simultm1eously collecting data fi·om the 
subsn·ate, one cm1 also investigate tl1e relationship of texture in tl1e film to 
tl1e crystallography of tl1e substrate on which it was grown. The ability to 
accomplish tl1ese tl1ree tasks is primmily due to the ability of an mea 
detector to sin1ultaneously measme data fi·om a lm·ge aJ110Lmt of recipro
cal space at t11e smne time. Of comse, the measmements discussed above 
require different data collection and m1alysis sn·ategies. The dependence 
of tl1e sn·ategy on t11e degree of texture present is discussed tl1rough 
practical exm11ples of texture measmements fi·om broadly and sha!"ply 
textured t11in films. Finally, tl1e strategies employed using Area Detector 
teclunques ru-e exannned tlu·ough a compmison witl1 the sn·ategies that 
would be employed using a conventional point detector-based texture 
insliument to accomplish tl1e sm11e goals. 

PS17.01.04 QUANTIFICATION OF STACKING FAULTS IN 
SYNDIOTACTIC POLYSTYRENE SINGLE CRYSTALS. 
Masatosln Tosal<:a, Nmital<:a Hm11ada, Masaki Tsuji, Masal1iro Fujita, 
Shinzo Kohjiya, Institute for Chenncal Reseru-ch, Kyoto University 

Syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS) crystals have a unique chru-acter; 
i.e., tl1ey have inherent stacking faults in beta-fmm single crystals ( orthor
hombic P21P2JP21, a=2.87mn, b=0.88m11, c(chain axis)= 0.51nm)[1]. 
In this study, we hied to detennine tl1e propmtion of tl1ese faults from 
elecn·on diffraction (ED) pattems and to investigate tl1e dependence of 
tl1e proportion on CJystallization aJ1d mmealing temperatm·es. The reli-
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ability of estimated values was exmnined by compmison with the direct
ly counted number of these faults recorded in high-resolution TEM lin
ages. Existence of stacking faults is readily deduced from ED patterns of 
sPS single crystals. They m-e chm·acterized by certain hkO (h+k=odd) 
reflections strealzed in the a*-direction: while the other reflections 
0Hk=even) m·e spot-like. From tl1e m1alysis of these patterns, we have 
already proposed a model for tl1e faults; the faults m·e defined as succes
sive (irTegulm) sequence in the regulmly alternating sequence of two 
motifs, each of which is made up of two moleculm layers spread along 
tl1e b-direction [ 1]. Based on tl1e model, the proportion of tl1e fault cm1 
be determined by converting the half-breadtl1 of streal.;:ed hkO reflections. 
Before tl1e conversion, a component due to inst:mmental broadening was 
subtracted from the breadth, a'iStmlli1g that tl1eir profiles me Gaussim1 
m1d instrumental broadening is reproduced on spot-like reflections. 

The estimated proportion showed a maximum at 165deg.C. Then, 
single crystals grovm at tl1is temperatme, which m·e to have a maximum 
proportion of tl1e faults, were m1nealed for one hom at vmious temper
atures. The propmtion of tl1e faults decreased witl1 m1nealir1g tempera
ture, but m1nea!ed crystals still had more faults thm1 tl1ose crystallized at 
tl1e sm11e temperatures. In tl1e assumed modeL these faults c~m be cm1-
celled only when tl1ey move in tl1e a-direction until tl1ey reach to a crystal 
edge or when two faults collide witl1 each otl1er. Thus the small decrease 
of the proportion by m1nealing suggests ratl1er small mobility of these 
faults. 

[1] Tsuji et al., MSA Bulletin. 23, 57(1993). 

PR17.01.05 DEVELOPMENT OF ROCKING Cl.JRVE iVIETHOD 
FORPOLYCRYSTALLINEivLA.TERIALS. S.Ya. Betsofen, Baikov 
Inst. of Metallurgy, Russim1 Academy of Sciences. 49 Leninsky pr. 
Moscow 117334 Russia 

The rocking curve ( orscanning) method is successfully used for 
mismientation measurements of single crystals. The elecu·on channelling 
pattems (ECP) metl1od use to measure of grain mientation of polycrystalls 
with a vmiety of grair1 size. The time consuming procedme of tlns metl10d 
is lirnited for its application forilldustrial scale specimens witl1 nonunifmm 
n1icrostructm·e. In the present paper the vmious qum1tative procedures 
for nncrostructtu·e chm·acterization on the base co-scamnng teclnnque m·e 
developed for polycrystc1ls with grair1 size more thm120 ~m1. The principal 
advm1tages of tl1e method is tl1at it allows to make the non-destructive 
measmementm1d also it gives more stc1tistic validity. The teclnnque allows 
to measure a volm11e fraction of recrystallized grains m1d its grain size 
distribution for the different grain orientations (ill accordillgly to a number 
of X-ray reflexes under measurement). It pemnts to assess the actually 
textme formation mode for the recrystallization process. The application 
of the co-scm11nng method for development of the production teclmology 
of the textmed Ti pmts is demonstr·ated in the present paper. The dynm1nc 
m1d static reCJystallization behaviom of a commercial grade Ti is studied 
on the basis of texture mode chm1ges dming industrial processing steps. 
The dmnage accumulation under loading in fonn sub grain fragmentation 
is obtaillable from the co-scm1r1ing pattems for structmal materials which 
me used ill recrystallized stc1te, such as Ni-superalloys. On this base the 
non-destr1.rctive metl1od of residual lifetime forecast was proposed for 
the airuaft engine discs. A volume fraction of a precipitated phase in 
recrystallized matri\. also cm1 be estimated Jl'om the co-scmnnng pattems, 
for exmnple a fmction of they' -phase ill tl1e Ni-superalloys. 

PR17.01.06 X-RAY l\IIETHODS TO THE CHARACTER
IZATION OF THIN COATINGS. S. Betsofen* m1d L. Petrov*''. 
*Baikov Inst. ofMetallmgy, Russim1 Academy of Sciences, 49 Lenillskiy 
pr. Moscow 117334 Russia; *''National Inst. of Air·craft Technology 

The featmes of chmacterization methods such as texture, residual 
macrostress, microhardness and X-ray fluorescence thickness 
measurement me considered. The X-ray fluorescence method is 
considered in compmison to the otl1er methods. The sensitivity, accmacy 

and tl1e limits of tl1ickness measurement m·e cosidered for the vmious 
combinations of the coating and the substrate. The predominant 
mientc1tions ofTi monolayer coatings m·e observed: { 1 010}, { 1120} m1d 
{ 1 Oll} in depend of deposition condition. The different mientations of 
TiN monolayers m·e observed in tl1e rm1ge from { 110} for low of both 
tl1e nitr·ogen pressure m1d me cunent to {Ill} for lngher of its. The 
semicoherentTi-TiN interface is obtc'lined in tl1e case multilayer coatings. 
In this case the mientation oflayers me {Ill} forTiN m1d {0001} forTi. 
The orientations of {1010} m1d {1120} forTi m1d {lll} forTiN m·e 
obtc'lined in tl1e case of diffuse interface. The featmes of macrostresses 
measmement concem witl1 thin lngh textmed coatings me considered. 
The contribution of both the texture m1d elastic runsotropy to macrostr·ess 
measmement m·e calculated in terms of elastic m1isotr·opy tl1eory. The X
ray reflection for which elastic mnsotr·opy lead to linem· or nonlinem 
dependences of X-ray str-ain vs. sin:2'f' m·e obtained. The effects winch 
me associated witl1 nonmllimm distr·ibution of macrost:rain ill a graines 
having a different orientation are considered. The macrostress 
phenomenon concem with nnsmatch of the1mal extension coefiicient 
(TEC) of coating m1d substr·ate, deposition pm,m11eters m1d layer sequence 
in tl1e multilayer coatings m-e discussed. The text1.u·e of altemating layers 
like Ti, TiB2. AI}03, AlN and SiC, which have the TEC anisotropy 
(O:c o= O:)· can be usee! for governing of macrostresses by the 
formation of specific textured layers. 

Applications 

PS17.02.01 ON POSSIBILITY OF STOICIDOMETRY CON
TROL FOR SEMICONDUCTORA3BSSINGLE CRYSTALS BY 
A X-RAY DIFFUSE SCATTERING METHOD. Kirill 
D.Chtcherbatchev m1d VladimirT.Bublik, Moscow State Institrrte of Steel 
ru1d Alloys, Dept. of Semiconductor Materials & Devices, Box 034, 
Leninskii pr: 4, 117936 Moscow, Russim1 Federation 

A method of stoiclnometry contr·ol for low dislocation density 
CNct<l04cm-2) A3B5 single c1ystals based on a measurement of a X-ray 
cliffuse scattering (XRDS) by nncrodefects is proposed. Point defect clus
ters of vmious sizes, shapes ru1d natme (for exm11ple, dislocation loops. 
inl10mogenities witl1 diffuse boundmy, nuclei of metastable m1d stable 
phases etc.) cm1 be determined as nncrodefects (MD). The feature of a 
stoiclnometry composition is a high probability of m1 mnllilliat:ion of 
nonequilibmm interstitials m1d vacm1Cies in each sub lattice without MD 
fon11ation. Hence the principal criterion of tl1e state is a nlli1imum of 
XRDS. The formation of MD may proceed ir1 two independent ways. 
The fist one is the association of point defects which became 
nonequilibmm dming the post-crystallization cooling. The second one is 
tl1e fon11ation of MD dming tl1e decomposition of supersaturated by A or 
B component solid solution. A contr·ibution of tl1e second process in MD 
formation increases witl1 ir1creasing of a deviation from stoilnometry. We 
used tl1e metl1od to contr·ol stoilnometry ir1 two systems. The first one is 
uncloped InSb sillgle crystals grown Jiom a melt witl1 vmious contents of 
Sb (50, 51 and 52%). And the second one is Te-doped GaSb 
(n=1.5 -;-J3.8·1017cm-3). We m1alyzed botl1 Hum1g m1d asymptotic dif
fuse scattering by microdefects. Using oftl1e latter one proved to be pref
erable under tl1e conditions of sirmrltm1eous presence of MD both of 
negative (vacm1cionic) m1cl positive (interstitial) sign of dilatation. Tins 
metl10d gave m1 oppmtmnty to study tl1e MD which were not revealed by 
TEM m1d selective etching. We found out that tl1e crystal grovm from tl1e 
melt witl151% at. Sb had the most stoiclnometr·ic composition. We also 
mm1aged to fix a tr·m1sfer tln·ough a pseudobinmy section GaSb-Ga2Te3 
(tl1e sm11ple GaSb(Te) n=l3.8·1017cm-3). Hence tl1e obtailled results cm1 
be solid background for creation of highly informative m1d nondestruc
tive metl1od of stoiclnometry contr·ol. 


